
Drain Cleaning Expert Serving Farmington Hills, MI 

Many homeowners aren't aware of it, but regular drain cleaning in Farmington Hills, MI, can 

help prevent a myriad of plumbing and clogging issues in the home. Clogs are caused by 

backups in the home's pipes and drains, causing issues that jeopardize the home's entire 

plumbing system. The best thing to do in this case is to prevent clogs in the first place. By 

working with a drain cleaning company like Carter’s Plumbing on a regular basis, you can 

avoid the costs and headaches of major repairs down the road.  

Watch Out for Common Clog Issues 

There are several issues that can cause seriously clogged and drainage issues in the home.  

Grease poured down the sink can cause a serious clog drain. The grease sticks to the inside 

of the pipes, causing a backup. Hot water poured down the drain doesn't help because the 

water eventually cools, causing the grease to solidify. 

Items that are flushed down the toilet but shouldn't have been a major cause of drain and 

pipe clogs. They prevent the water from flowing through, causing a major backup of waste 

and sewage. Tree roots that have broken through pipes and grown inside of them also 

cause clogs. This situation not only causes your pipes to get clogged up, but it also causes 

your home's entire foundation to become compromised. 

Food that's washed down sinks often gets caught inside the pipes, causing major blockages. 

Drain snaking can sometimes take care of the problem if the clog isn't too deeply embedded 

inside of the pipes. If the problem is deep down, you'll need to enlist the services of a 

plumber in Farmington Hills, MI, from Carter’s Plumbing. 

Our Drain Cleaning Services 

Our range of drain cleaning services can help ensure that your home's drains, pipes, and 

entire plumbing system are always running smoothly. Prevention is the best cure, so we will 

keep your home's pipes clean and keep an eye out for impending damage. This can help 

make sure that any minor issues are dealt with immediately so that t hey don't become 

bigger issues. 

How DIY Drain Cleaning Can Lead to Damaged Drains 

One of the worst things you can do is to try and fix your clogged drain or clogged pipe 

yourself. You may also think you can do your regular drain openings yourself, but this is 

also a bad idea. There are so many different issues that can cause backups and clogs, but 

there isn't a one-size-fits-all solution. Each type of clog requires its own fix, and a 

professional plumber will know exactly what that fix is. If you use the wrong tools to fix 

your clog or clean your drain, you will most likely make the situation even worse. It's really  

in your best interest to work with a professional to make sure that your plumbing system 

remains safe. 

Another mistake you can make is hiring plumbers with little experience in drain openings. 

Drain cleaning is such a serious task that you don't want people with little experience using 



strong tools on such a sensitive part of your home. Your plumbing system can be brought 

down by one tiny clog, so you need to work with people who have extensive experience with 

drain openings and repairs. 

Consult Carter’s Plumbing Today 

Schedule an appointment with Carter's Plumbing today to have clog-free drains once more. 

We serve Farmington Hills, MI, and the surrounding areas. Call us at 248-830-0362 so that 

we can help you with all of your drain cleaning needs. We also provide a 1-year labor 

warranty on all services. You may also reach out to us by filling out the online contact form.  

Get more information, please visit 

https://www.callcartersplumbing.com/services/drain-cleaning/ 
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